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CITIZEN PUBLISHING - LACONIA
DEDICATION
In sincere appreciation for his many contributions to the
Town, the Sanbornton Annual Report for 1979 is hereby
dedicated to:
FRED L. HOOPER
Arriving with his family at the age of seventeen, Fred Hooper
became a resident of Sanbornton in October, 1916. Already skill-
ed in the complex art of handling a six horse team, Fred was
soon pressed into service with the road crew continuing, as he
says, "off and on" for the next forty-five years. A well recogniz-
ed authority on the peculiar behavior of forest fires, Fred serv-
ed the town and state as Forest Fire Warden for twenty-three
years. Always interested in the operations of the General Court,
Fred has frequently served as an expert consultant to
Legislative Committees on forest and game laws. As a citizen
he answered the call of the Superior Court to Jury Duty, serving
with distinction. Concerned with town affairs, Fred is well
known for his stimulating and thoughtful contributions to the
discussions and debates at Town Meetings. His perfect atten-
dance record has only been broken once when, in March of 1977,
his wife Ida passed away.
Known to his friends and neighbors as "The Mayor of
Hooperville," and to CB operators by his "handle" as "The
Potato Man," Fred is a walking, talking historian of the region
over which he presides. Often consulted as to the location of this
or that abandoned farm and roadway, "he knows the bounds"
and the formerly traveled ways as does no one else. Always one
who enjoyed hunting and fishing the forests and streams of San-
bornton, Fred still enjoys an occasional ice fishing trip at the
age of eighty-one. The town has, indeed, been fortunate to have
Fred Hooper as its citizen, and wishes him well as we look for-
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TOWN WARRANT 1980
The State of New Hampshire
The polls will be open from 10:00 A. M. until 6:00 P. M.
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Sanbornton in the County of
Belknap in said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said San-
bornton on Tuesday, the eleventh day of March, next at ten of
the clock in the forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensu-
ing.
2. To choose all necessary district officers for the Winnis-
quam Regional School District.
3. To vote on the following proposition as requested by the
State of New Hampshire:
Are you in favor of allowing the Town Clerk to accept
change of party applications and then submit them to the
Supervisors of the Checklist?
4. To vote on the following proposed amendments to the Zon-
ing Ordinances:
AMENDMENT NO. 1. Are you in favor of the adoption of
Amendment #1 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town
Zoning Ordinances as follows? To define conversions to con-
dominiums or other cooperative forms of ownership as subdivi-
sions and require compliance with the Sanbornton Subdivision
Regulations.
AMENDMENT NO. 2. Are you in favor of the adoption of
Amendment #2 as proposed by petition of the voters for this
town? To permit conversion of single family dwellings to two
family dwellings in any district by special exception upon ap-
plication to the Zoning Board of Adjustment. The Planning
Board disapproves of the amendment.
AMENDMENT NO. 3. Are you in favor of adoption of
Amendment #3 as proposed by petition of the voters of this
town? To rezone a portion of the present General Residence
District to Agricultural; the portion is as follows: Bounded on
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the east, by Interstate 93, the south, by the Sanbornton/Tilton
town line, the west, by the Sanbornton/Franklin town line and
on the north, by Threshing Mill Brook, and a line 1,000 feet south
of Route 127. The Planning Board approves of the amendment.
AMENDMENT NO. 4. Are you in favor of adoption of
Amendment #4 as proposed by petition of the voters of this town
to eliminate the Historic Preservation District? The Planning
Board disapproves of the amendment.
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said San-
bornton on Wednesday, the twelfth day of March next at seven-
thirty in the evening, to act upon the following subjects:
1. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to
defray Town Charges for the ensuing year and to appropriate
the same, and to see what action the Town will take on the
Budget of $455,143.65 as recommended by the Budget Commit-
tee.
2. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
hire such sums of money as may be necssary to defray Town
charges in anticipation of taxes; to administer or dispose of any
real estate, at public auction, acquired through Tax Collector's
deeds; and to apply for and accept grants and funds which may
be available to the Town from other governmental agencies.
3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $5,124.29 for the Winnipesaukee River Basin (Sewer)
Program; $4,284.60 which are for the reimbursement of capital
costs of construction assessed at five percent of the total Town's
proportionate share of said costs but presently not including in-
terest payments, and $839.69 of which are for the reimburse-
ment of administrative costs for the ensuing year. (Submitted
without the recommendation of the Budget Committee; Recom-
mended by the Board of Selectmen.
)
4. To see if the Town will vote to disignate Osgood Road, in
its entirety, as a Scenic Road under the provisions of N. H. RSA
253: 17 and 253: 18. (By Petition)
5. To see if the Town will vote to designate Plummer Road
from its junction with Hermit Woods Road to the Meredith town
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line on said Plummer Road, as a Scenic Road as provided for in
N.H.RSA253:17and253:18. (By Petition)
6. To see if the Town will vote to pass an ordinance to pro-
hibit the use of any chemical pesticides including defoliants,
desiccants, plant regulators and any other herbicides within the
town by any person other than the fee owner of the land on
which the said chemicals are used, or with the express written
consent of said fee owner. The Town shall enforce this or-
dinance through criminal, civil or equitable process by the
Selectmen. The criminal penalty for a violation of this or-
dinance will be the maximum permitted by law. (By Petition)
7. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Moderator to
appoint a committee to inventory the Town roads. (By Petition)
8. To see if the Town will vote to discontinue the Old Tilton
Bridge Road from Morrison Road to Interstate Highway 93. (By
Request)
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $105,623.00 for the maintenance of highways and
bridges, this sum to include $16,599.57 of State Highway Subsidy
Funds.
10. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of
$13,884.93 in Additional Highway Subsidy Funds in accordance
with RSA 241:15 for Class IV and V Roads, and reappropriate
the sum of $456.78 in Additional Highway Subsidy Funds re-
maining from 1979 for use in 1980.
11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $1,429.42 for Town Road Aid, the State's share will be
$9,529.47.
12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $33,226.00 for the purchase of a Highway Department
Dump Truck; and to accept the sum of $8,000.00 as a trade-in
allowance on the old truck, leaving a balance of $25,226.00.
13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $800.00 for the purchase of a two-way radio for the use of
the Highway Department.
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $42,927.20 for the Police Department.
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15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $9,827.00 and make the same available to the Library
Trustees, $1,000.00 of which is to be used to establish a Capital
Reserve Fund for the future reconstruction of the Tower of the
Academy/Library Building.
16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $5,900.00 for the Winnisquam Fire Department.
17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $5,000.00 to be added to the Capital Reserve Fund
previously established for the purchase of a Fire Truck for the
Winnisquam Fire Department. (Article 18, 1978)
18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $9,600.00 for the Sanbornton Fire Department.
19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $60,000.00 for the purchase of a new Fire Truck for the
Sanbornton Fire Department. This sum to be financed by the is-
suance of a ten year mortgage bond or promissory note.
20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $5,000.00 to be added to the funds already appropriated
for a State Aid for Reconstruction (SAR) Project to improve the
intersection at the junctions of Bay Road and Lower Bay Road,
and Upper Bay Road and Hunkins Pond Road, which funds will
be matched by the State's SAR Funds for a total of $45,000.00.
(See Articles 33 in 1978 and 31 in 1979)
21. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $5,000.00 to be added to the Town Building Improvement
Fund established by previous vote of the Town. (See Article 35,
1978 and Article 24 below)
22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $10,000.00 to be added to the Highway, Fire and Sanita-
tion Heavy Equipment Fund established by previous vote of the
Town. (See Article 34, 1978 and Article 24, below.)
23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $10,000.00 to be placed in a Capital Reserve Fund for the
purpose of defraying the costs of a complete revaluation of the
Town; and to authorize the Selectmen to engage the Appraisal
Division of the Department of Revenue Administration, or a
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qualified private appraiser, to conduct that revaluation com-
mencing in 1981 or thereafter. (See Article 24, below.)
24. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate and authorize
the withdrawal from Revenue Sharing Funds, established
under the provisions of the State and Local Assistance Act of
1972, a total of $25,000.00 to be allocated as follows:
Town Building Improvement Fund .. $ 5,000.00 (Article 21)
Heavy Equipment Fund 10,000.00 (Article 22)
Town Revaluation Fund 10,000.00 (Article 23)
TOTAL $25,000.00
25. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
apply to the N. H. Municipal Association Workmen's Compen-
sation Insurance Plan for placement of the Town Workmen's
Compensation Insurance Policy covering Town Employees.
26. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $4,499.11 for regional social services as follows:
Belknap-Merrimack County Community Action Program,
$356.11; Lakes Region Family Service, $300.00; Lakes Region
Community Health Agency, Inc., $3,843.00.
27. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of
$1,200.00 for the use of the Sanbornton Town Historic District
Commission, $200.00 for its regular duties, the remaining
$1,000.00 for conducting workshops, research and professional
consultation for the purpose of developing guidelines for the
future administration of the District; $500.00 of which sum is to
be raised by the Town, and $500.00 in matching funds by a grant
from the State Historic Preservation Office.
28.TO see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $4,883.22 for the Youth Assistance Program, this ap-
propriation to be^ontingent upon the continued participation
in, and support ol/that program by the Towns of Tilton and Nor-
thfield.
29. To see if the Town will vote to release the sum of $5,000.00
from the Town Building Improvement Fund for the purpose of
conducting feasibility and engineering studies of the
capabilities of expansion of either or both the Town Hall and
Central Fire Station to supply fairly long range space needs,
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with particular attention to architectural barriers, drainage,
parking, and sewage facilities; and to charge the Building
Study Committee, established by previous vote of the Town, to
report the results of these studies, together with cost estimates,
to the Selectmen in timely fashion so that construction can
begin as soon as possible.
30. To see if the Town will vote to adjourn this meeting to the
call of the Moderator for the purpose of placing before the Town
the results of the feasibility and engineering studies as may be
reported by the Building Study Committee to the Selectmen;
and to see what action the Town may take on the recommenda-
tions of the Selectmen as to construction plans and financing of
construction at that time.
Given under our hands and seal, this 25th day of February, in
the year of our Lord ninteen hundred and eighty.
Ralph W. Sleeper
Wayne D . Smart Selectmen of Sanbornton
Richard E.Howe
A true copy of Warrant—Attest
:
Ralph W. Sleeper
Wayne D . Smart Selectmen of Sanbornton
Richard E.Howe
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PROPOSED BUDGET 1980
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATION
Appropriations Selectmen's Recommended Not
1979 Budget 1980 1980 Recommended
(1979-80) (1980-81) (1980-81)
General Government
Town officers' salaries 20,655.00 21,171.77 21,171.77
Town officers' expenses 7,355.00 9,500.00 9,500.00
Election and Registration
Expenses 668.00 1,530.00 1,530.00
Expenses Town Hall and
Other Bldgs. 9,85.00 12,670.00 12,670.00
Reappraisal of Property 3,500.00 4,000.00 4,000.00
Update Tax Map 800.00 1,000.00 1,000.00
Historic District Comm.
(inc. grant) 200.00 1,200.00 1,200.00
Budget Committee 100.00 100.00
Protection of Persons & Property
Police Department 40,291.20 42,927.20 42,927.20
Fire Department, Inc. Forest
Fires 9,600 + 1,000 8,893.00 10,600.00 10,600.00
Blister Rust and Care of Trees 55.00 55.00 55.00
Planning and Zoning 700 + 300 1,300.00 1,000.00 1,000.00
Insurance LF & D 1,800-Cas.
20,495-BCBS 6,762 24,811.00 29,057.00 29,057.00
Civil Defense 200.00 200.00 200.00
Conservation Commission 60.00 200.00 200.00
Highway Safety Committee 75.00 100.00 100.00
Winnisquam F. D. 3,900.00 4,475.00 4,475.00
WinnisquamF.D. Rescue 1,425.00 1,425.00
Y.A. P. 4,704.40 4,883.22 4,883.22
Health Department
Health Dept.-Hospital &
Ambulance 800+ 1,000 1,650.00 1,800.00 1,800.00
Town Dump & Garbage
Removal 5,250.00 5-,798.00 5,798.00
C.A. P. 326.87 356.11 356.11
L. R. Family Services 300.00 300.00 300.00
L.R. Comm. Health Agency 3,222.50 3,843.00 3,843.00
Humane Soc. 350.00 350.00 350.00
Hi^ways & Bridges
Town Road Aid 1,456.28 1,429.42 1,429.42
Town Maintenance Inc. 16,600
Hiw'ySub. 98,713.00 105,623.00 105,623.00
Street Lighting 900.00 700.00 700.00
General Expenses of Hiw'y
Dept. Radios 2,500.00 800.00 800.00
Add. Highway Subsidy 10,845.07 13,884.93 13,884.93
DuncanFund 2,837.54
Storm Emergency 3,500.00
Tower Hill Imp. 3,300.00
T 1 hi**! 1*1PS
Library 5,667.00 8,827.00 8,827.00
Public Welfare
Town Poor 1,000.00 3,000.00 3,000.00
Old Age Assistance 6,000.00 6,500.00 6,500.00
Aid toTermanently & Totally
Disabled 100.00 100.00 100.00
Patriotic Purposes
Memorial Day-Old Home Day
75 4- 425 425.00 500.00 500.00







Winnip. River Project 4,884.60 5,124.29 5,124.29
750.00
3,500.00
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PROPOSED BUDGET 1980
SOURCES OF REVENUE
Estimated Actual Selectmen's Estimated




National Bank Stock Taxes
Yield Taxes




Meals and Rooms Tax
Interest & Dividends Tax
Savings Bank Tax
Highway Subsidy
Class V Highway Maintenance
State Aid Flood Control Land
Reimb. a/cFighting Forest Fires




Reimb. a/c Business Profits Tax
From Local Sources, Except Taxes





Rent of Town Property
Interest Received on Deposits
Income From Trust Funds
Income From Departments
Income From Ins. Clm.
Income From Ins. Adj.
Income From Refunds
Surplus
Sale of Town Prop. Truck & Junk
ZBA& Planning Bd.




Federal Grants Historic Dist.
P D Grant
Receipts Other Than Current
Revenue






U. S. Treas. Land Grant
(1979-80)
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SELECTMEN'S REPORT
1980
It was with sincere regret that the resignation of Selectman
Barbara Prokosch was accepted in December. After serving as
Selectman for one full term and some nine months of a second
term in office, Selectman Prokosch's knowledge of the many
details of the office were unmatched, and her careful and con-
siderate management of the office was invaluable to the board.
The town stands in considerable debt to Barbara for her unstin-
ting service over the years, and wishes her well in the exciting
venture on which she has so recently embarked. Her presence
on the board will be greatly missed.
The board was indeed fortunate in the willingness of
Richard E. Howe to accept the interim appointment to the
board made necessary by Selectman Prokosch's resignation.
Selectman Howe's background in business administration has
already proven a valuable addition to the Board's work in this
important area of responsibility.
Among the many improvements made to the town buildings
during the year, the following are perhaps worth mentioning.
The tower of the Town Hall was completely gone over for struc-
tural soundness and all defective members replaced. The tower
of the Academy building was painted and temporary repairs
made. It is estimated that the Academy Tower will need to be
completely reconstructed within ten years owing to serious
weaknesses in several of its main structural members. A
blanket of insulation was added completely covering the ceiling
of the Central Fire Station, and the Town Office and Fire
Department meeting room were insulated and provided with
storm windows and doors.
Town Road aid funds for 1978 and 1979 were expended on
the continuation of improvements to Hunkins Pond Road.
Although funds are not sufficient for the relocation of Hunkins
Pond Road so as to avoid passing through the barnyard of the
Swain Farm, the Board of Selectmen resolved to implement
that relocation as soon as the necessary funds are available.
The engineering design of the existing improvement was based
on the eventual relocation plan. Tower Hill Road was paved and
the ditches oiled from Hunkins Pond Road to the cemetery,
which should prove to deter the silting of the drainage channel
behind the Sanbornton Central School. It is anticipated that the
School District project of drainage improvement to the school
athletic grounds will be completed in the coming year.
Improvement of Lower Bay Road between Collieson Road
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and Dr. True Road is planned for this coming year provided
that the necessary releases can be obtained from the abutters.
If these releases cannot be obtained it is anticipated that TRA
funds will be allocated to the continuation of the improvement
of Hunkins Pond Road between the Goss farm and the town
garage.
The Board of Selectmen wish to call to the attention of the
town the continued slippage in the property tax equalization
ratio, which has been set for the coming tax year at 31% of
market value. Review of the property sales figures compared
with assessed valuations show a very disproportionate increase
in the inequities that are inevitable in any such system of pro-
perty taxation as is mandated under State Law. Although it can
be argued that a town-wide revalation can correct these ine-
quities only temporarily the current disproportion is such that
the board is unanimous in urging that such revaluation be
authorized.
The Selectmen were pleased that the State Board of Water
Resources was willing to comply with the Town's request that
the annual draw-down of Plummer Pond and Hermit Lake be
discontinued. Residents of that area have been able to enjoy the
full benefits of their proximity to these bodies of water on a
year-round basis for the first time in many years.
The Board has been notified by the Sanbornton Historic
District Commission that the Town has been awarded two mat-
ching grants for the improvement of the Commission's ad-
ministration of the district and for the implementation of an
historical arthitectural analysis of the Academy and Town Hall
buildings. These studies will be a valuable addition to the
feasibility studies planned as the initial steps in the much need-
ed expansion of space. The Commission has also informed the
Selectmen of the completion of the application for registry of
the District on the National Register of Historic Places. Accep-
tance of this application by the National Trust for Historic
Preservation will entitle the town to receive matching funds for
any reconstruction or rehabilitation work undertaken at the
Academy and Town Hall. The Selectmen wish to express the ap-
preciation of the Board for the effort which has gone into these
grant applications and the preparation of the very extensive
research materials required for the National Trust application.
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SELECTMEN'S REPORT
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5. When doing business at the Town Office it would be ap-
preciated if you would pay by check. Separate checks should be
written when doing business with either Town Clerk or Tax Col-
lector.
6. Selectmen meet every Monday night at 7:30 except for
Holidays. Town Office open for business—Tuesday through Fri-
day from 8:00 to 3:00. First and third Fridays from 7:00 P. M. to
8:00P.M.
7. Those persons qualifying for Veteran's Exemptions,
Elderly Exemptions, or Current Use Evaluation must apply to
the Selectmen before April 15.
8. Appeals from Tax Assessments must be made within four
months of the receipt of the tax bill.
9. Limited scholarship funds are available on application to
the Selectmen. Application forms are available from school
principals and at the Town Office, and must be filed with the
Selectmen by May 1.
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TOWN WARRANT-1979
The State of New Hampshire
The Polls will be open from 10:00 A. M. until 6:00 P.M.
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Sanbornton in County of
Belknap in said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs
:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said San-
bornton on Tuesday, the thirteenth day of March, next at ten of
the clock in the forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensu-
ing.
2. To choose all necessary district officers for the Winnis-
quam Regional School District.
3. To vote on the following proposition submitted by petition
in accordance with statutory authority (RSA 39:2-) : To change
the date of Town Meetings, other than the part of the Meeting at
which Town Officers are chosen for the year ensuing, to the
Wednesday in March immediately following that part, at 7: 30 of
the clock in the evening, and to take effect beginning in March
1980. YES.
4. To vote on the following proposed amendments to the Zon-
ing Ordinances as recommended by the Planning Board:
AMENDMENT NO. 1. To change the definition of Flood Plain
to include all land designated as Flood Hazard Areas within the
100 year Flood Boundary as shown on survey map provided by
the Department of Housing and Urban Development. (Adopting
this amendment will continue to make flood damage insurance
available to flood plain residents)
.
YES.
AMENDMENT NO. 2. To rezone all land within 500 feet of U.
S. Route 3 from the Agricultural District to the Commercial
District. By Petition. YES.
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in Sanbornton
on Saturday, the seventeenth day of March next at nine of the
clock in the morning, to act upon the following subjects:
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1. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to
defray Town Charges for the ensuing year and to appropriate
the same, and to see what action the Town will take on the
Budget of $338,014.34 as recommended by the Budget Commit-
tee. Accepted with correction and Amendment as follows: Cor-
rection—change $338,014.34 to $346,872.86. To raise such sums of
money as may be necessary to defray Town charges for the en-
suing year and to appropriate the same, and to reappropriate
the proceeds from the collection by the town on a property lein
for previous welfare expenditures in the amount of $2,500.00,
now held as a "Capital Reserve Fund", to be held for the benefit
of the needy poor, as recommended by the town's auditor. Also
to change the total appropriation from $346,872.86 to $351,757.46
to include Winnipesaukee River Basin—Article #33.
2. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
hire such sums of money as may be necessary to defray Town
charges in anticipation of taxes; to administer or dispose of any
real estate, at public auction, acquired through Tax Collector's
deeds; and to apply for and accept grants and funds which may
be available to the Town from other governmental agen-
cies. YES.
3. To see if the Town will vote to exclude from its Social
Security plan the services performed by election officials or
election workers for each calendar year in which the remunera-
tion paid for such services is less than $100.00. YES.
4. To see if the Town will vote to elect the members of the
Planning Board, pursuant to RSA 36:4, Il-b, instead of having
the members appointed. (By Petition) NO.
5. To see whether the Town will vote to keep E, F and G of
Section V of the Town of Sanbornton Land Subdivision Control
Regulations by which the Town takes five percent or more of
the total area of land when ten or more acres are involved, and
also takes rights of way to reach the property. (By Petition.
Section V, Items E, F and G refer to "Reserved Land: Semi-
Private Ownership," i.e. "Areas set aside for parks and
playgrounds to be dedicated or to be reserved for the common
use of all property owners by convenant in the deed ..." Such
land remains on the tax rolls as a portion of the land owned by
purchaser of the subdivision lot, and easements are provided
for satisfactory access by the common owners and for the pro-
tection of watercourses. Title to such land is not taken by the
Town.) NO.
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6. To see if the Town will vote to designate Tower Hill Road
from Hunkins Pond Road to Rufus Colby Road as a Scenic Road
under the provisions of RSA 17 & 18 for the purpose of protecting
and enhancing the scenic beauty of Sanbornton. (By Peti-
tion) YES.
7. To see if the Town will vote to approve the changes in
Town Street Lighting as recommended by the Town's Highway
Safety Committee. YES.
8. To see if the Town will authorize the Tax Collector to sub-
mit Property Tax bills semi-annually. NO.
9. To see what action the Town will take on the following
resolution: Be it resolved by the Town of Sanbornton that the
New Hampshire Housing Commission be and is authorized to
operate in the Town of Sanbornton, in the State of New Hamp-
shire, that said New Hampshire Housing Commission is
authorized to sponsor a program of rental assistance for elderly
and /or low income persons under Section 8 of the U.S. Housing
Act of 1937 as amended, for the following accommodations: ex-
isting standard housing, five (5) dwelling units. YES.
10. To see if the Town will vote to indemnify and save
harmless its employees and any member or officer of its gover-
ning board, administrative staff or agencies including but not
limited to Selectmen, Zoning Board of Adjustment, Planning
Board, Historic District Commission, Conservation Commis-
sion from personal financial loss of any claim, demand, suit or
judgment by reason of a civil rights violation, negligence, acc-
cidental injury or damage while the individual is acting in the
scope of his employment or office, and to authorize purchase of




11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $40,291.20 for the Sanbornton Police Department, this
sum to include a grant of $2,415.60 from Federal and State
funds. YES.
12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $8,393.00 for the Sanbornton Fire Department. YES.
13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $3,900.00 for the Winnisquam Fire Department. YES.
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14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $3,849.37 for regional social services as follows: $300.00
for Lakes Region Family Service; $326.87 for Belknap-
Merrimack County Community Action Program; and $3,222.50
for the Lakes Region Community Health Agency, Inc . YES
.
15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $4,704.40 for the Youth Assistance Program, which sum
shall be cancelled if either or both towns participating in the
program fail to appropriate their share. YES.
16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $98,713.00 for maintenance of highways and bridges, this
sum to include $16,727.01 of State Highway Subsidy funds. YES.
17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $2,837.54 maintenance allotment for Class V highways
(Duncan Fund). YES.
18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $1,456.28 for Town Road Aid (TRA) ; the State's share
will be $9,708.56. YES.
19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $10,845.07 in Additional Highway Subsidy Funds in ac-
cordance with the provisions of RSA 241:15 for Class IV and V
Roads. YES.
20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $5,000.00 for the purchase of a new plow and for major
repairs to a Highway Department dump truck. YES.
21. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $6,200.00 for the purchase of a new sander for the
Highway Department. YES.
22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $5,677.00 and make the same available to the Library
Trustees. YES.
23. To see if the Town will vote to reappropriate the sum of
$2,500.00, which sum was raised and appropriated by vote of the
Town in 1978 for the purchase of heating equipment for the
Library (Art. 32, 1978), and add that amount to the Town
Building Improvement Fund. YES.
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24. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate and authorize
the withdrawal from the Revenue Sharing Fund established
under provisions of the State and Local Assistance Act of 1972
for use as set-offs against Budget Appropriations for the follow-
ing specific purposes and in the amounts indicated herewith or
take any other action thereon:
Appropriation Amount
Heavy Equipment Capital Reserve Fund $10,000.00
Police Cruiser 5,700.00
Tower Hill Road Improvement 3,300.00
Highway Department Radios 2,500.00
Storm Emergency Fund 3,500.00
TOTAL $25,000.00
YES.
25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $10,000.00 to be added to the Heavy Equipment Fund
established by previous vote of the Town. (See Article 24) YES.
26. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $5,700.00 for the purchase of a Polcie Department
Cruiser, replacing the existing cruiser. (See Article 24) YES.
27. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $3,300.00 for improvements to Tower Hill Road. (See Ar-
ticle 24) YES.
28. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $2,500.00 for the purchase of two-way radio equipment
for Highway Department vehicles. (See Article 24) YES.
29. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $3,500.00 for the Storm Emergency Fund, the purpose of
which is to help defray the extraordinary cost of snow removal
following the severe storm of January 24,25, 1979. (See Article
24) YES.
30. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $5,000.00 to be added to the Capital Reserve Fund
established for the purpose of purchasing a truck for the Win-
nisquam Fire Department by vote of the Town in 1978. (Article
18,1978). YES.
31. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
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sum of $5,000.00 for a State Aid for Reconstruction (SAR) pro-
ject to improve the intersections at the junctions of Bay Road
with Lower Bay Road, and Upper Bay Road with Hunckins
Pond Road, this sum to be added to the sum appropriated by
vote of the Town in 1978, and which will be matched by State
Funds for a total of $30,000.00. (Article 33, 1978) YES.
32. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $5,000.00 to be applied to the acquisition of a rescue vehi-
cle and related equipment by the Winnisquam Fire Department
Inc., and to be maintained and used under the direction, control
and total responsibility of said Department. The Town is to re-
tain title to its percentage of the total investment. In no event
will the Town participate in a dollar amount in excess of the
lower dollar participation of either Belmont or Tilton. The per-
tinent terms of this article must be agreed to in writing by the
Winnisquam Fire Department Inc. before money is conveyed.
(Submitted without recommendation of Budget Commit-
tee) YES.
33. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $4,884.60 for the Winnipesaukee River Basin (Sewer)
Program; $4,284.60 of which are for the reimbursement of
capital costs of construction assessed at five percent of the total
Town's proportionate share of said costs computed on an an-
nual basis for twenty years but presently not including interest
payments, and $600.00 of which are for the reimbursement of
administrative costs for the ensuing year. (Submitted without




34. To see if the Town will vote to have the Appraisal Divi-
sion of the Department of Revenue Administration, or a
qualified private appraiser conduct a complete revaluation of
the Town starting in 1981 or thereafter and to establish a capital
reserve fund for the purpose of conducting such revalua-
tion. NO.
35. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $15,000.00 to be placed in the Capital Reserve Fund for
the revaluation of the Town. (Submitted without recommenda-
tion of the Budget Committee) NO.
36. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $1,138.00 for a radio to be installed in the new cruiser,
$853.50 to come from LEAA and GCCD Grants, $284.50 to be
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raised by taxes. If the grant is not available, the old radio will
be transferred to the new cruiser. (Not included in the budget
but supported by the Budget Committee) YES.
37. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to ap-
point a committee to work, with the advice of the New Hamp-
shire Historical Society, toward preserving town records. (By
Petition) YES.
38. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
enter into negotiations for the purchase of a parcel of land own-
ed by Mrs. James Elwell, located between N. H. Route 127
(New Hampton Road) and Salmon Brook, approximately two
(2) acres in size, presently condemned as unsuitable for
building or other occupancy due to its location in the floodway
of Salmon Brook; and to authorize the Selectmen to seek mat-
ching funds for this purpose from State and Federal sources,
and to accept such other private funds as may be made
available in order to secure such matching funds; it being ex-
pressly understood that no authorization is given hereby for the
appropriation or expenditure of Town funds, and that final pur-
chase shall be sumbitted for approval by vote of the Town at a
subsequent Town Meeting. (By Request) NO.
39. To see if the Town will authorize the transfer of the old
Police Cruiser to the Selectmen, said vehicle to be used as a
Town Standby Emergency Vehicle, and to appropriate the sum
of $600.00 for basic maintenance to be added to the Selectmen's
appropriation. (Not included in the budget but supported by the
Budget Committee). Accepted as amended: A log will be kept
and each user will reimburse the Selectmen's budget.
40. To transact such other business that may legally come
before this meeting.
Given under our hands and seal, this twenty-sixth day of
February, in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
seventy-nine.
Barbara C. Prokosch
Ralph W. Sleeper Selectmen of Sanbornton
Wayne D. Smart
A true copy of Warrant—Attest
:
Barbara C. Prokosch
Ralph W. Sleeper Selectmen of Sanbornton
Wayne D. Smart
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DANA S. BEANE, JR. & CO.
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
LAKES REGION AIRPORT PROPERTIES OFFICE BUILDING
AT LACONLA AIRPORT
POST OFFICE BOX 695
DANA S. BEANE, JR. C. P. A. LACONIA, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03246 A PARTICIPATING FIRM IN
ALAN F. BEANE, C. P. A. TELEPHONE 603-524-0507 THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
MEMBERS OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PRIVATE COMPANIES PRACTICE SECTION
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS AND SEC PRACTICE SECTION
July 13, 1979
The Board of Selectmen
Town of Sanbornton
Sanbornton, New Hampshire
We have examined the financial statements of the Town of
Sanbornton for the year ended December 31, 1978, and have
issued our report thereon. As part of our examination, we
reviewed and tested the Town's system of internal accounting
control to the extent we considered necessary to evaluate the
system as required by generally accepted auditing standards.
Under these standards, the purpose of such evaluation is to
establish a basis for reliance thereon in determining the nature,
timing and extent of other auditing procedures that are
necessary for expressing an opinion on the financial
statements.
The objective of internal accounting control is to provide
reasonable, but not absolute, assurance concerning the
safeguarding of assets against loss from unauthorized use or
disposition and concerning the reliability of financial records
for preparing financial statements and maintaining accoun-
tability for assets. The concept of reasonable assurance
recognizes that the cost of a system of internal accounting con-
trol should not exceed the benefits derived and also recognizes
that the evaluation of these factors necessarily requires
estimates and judgments by management.
There are inherent limitations that should be recognized in
considering the potential effectiveness of any system of inter-
nal accounting control. In the performance of most control pro-
cedures, errors can result from misunderstanding of instruc-
tions, mistakes of judgment, carlessness or other personal fac-
tors. Control procedures whose effectiveness depends upon
segregation of duties can be circumvented intentionally by
management with respect either to the execution and recording
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of transactions or with respect to the estimates and judgments
required in the preparation of financial statements. Further,
projection of any evaluation of internal accounting control to
future periods is subject to the risk that procedures may
become inadequate because of changes in conditions and that
the degree of compliance with the procedures may deteriorate.
Our examination of the financial statements made in ac-
cordance with generally accepted auditing standards, in-
cluding the study and evaluation of the Town's system of inter-
nal accounting control for the year ended December 31, 1978,
that was made for the purposes set forth in the first paragraph
of this report, would not necessarily disclose all weaknesses in
the system because it was based on selective tests of accounting
records and related data. Our study and evaluation disclosed no
conditions that we believe to be material weaknesses for which
corrective action by management may be practicable in the
circumstances.
The following suggestions are made to improve the efficien-
cy in operations of the accounting and financial functions:
Budgetary Procedures
Budgetary procedures should include the review of the pro-
posed budget for clerical accuracy prior and subsequent to the
annual Town meeting and prior to submission to the Depart-
ment of Revenue Administration. All changes made to the
budget by the Department of Revenue Administration, in
establishing the Town's tax rate, should be reviewed and ap-
proved by the budget committee.
Bank Accounts
A separate checking account should be established for the
Town's Tax Collector and all revenue received by the Tax Col-
lector should be deposited intact in such account on a timely
basis. The periodic settlements of collection with the Town
Treasurer shall be made from checks drawn on this account.
General Fixed Assets
A periodic inventory of the Town's fixed assets should be
performed to determine their existence and useful purpose. A
plan should be formulated for the systematic disposition of fix-
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ed assets no longer required for operating purposes.
Clerical Accuracy
An evaluation of internal accounting control is performed
to establish a basis of reliance on financial presentations and to
determine the nature, extent and timing of auditing procedures
that are necessary for expressing an opinion on the financial
statements. In auditing the financial records of the Tax Collec-
tor, it was apparent that very little reliance could be placed
upon the financial presentations due to the lack of clerical ac-
curacy. As a result, a large portion of our audit time was con-
sumed in this area. Although there were improvements during
1978, greater care and clerical accuracy should be exercised in
the recording of transactions and in the preparation of town
report data.
Dana S. Beane, Jr. & Co.
Certified Public Accountants
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LIST OF TOWN PROPERTY
Not Classified as Assets
Town Hall and Buildings 52,000.00
Police Department Equipment 10,000.00
Library Land and Buildings 35,000.00
Furnishings and Books 10,750.00
Equity Winnisquam Regional School 180,000.00
Highway Department—Land and Buildings 56,000.00
Equipment 81,000.00
Fire Dept.—Land and Buildings 46,000.00
New Fire Station 16,000.00
Equipment 42,000.00
Winnisquam Lake Property 25,000.00
Hermit Lake Property 15,000.00
Town Office Equipment 2,000.00
Land Acquired Through Tax Collector's Deeds
L. Rollins, Lot 60A 200.00
Lamprey Lot 100.00
Erickson Lot, 40A 500.00
Fair Grounds Lot, 55A 500.00
Hersey Land 500.00
Lot at Plummer Lake
Lot on Black Brook Road
Burleigh Lot, 25A 100.00
Mahalia Howe Parcels-40 acres more or less 800.00
Plummer Shore Trust-Land only




Leighton Estates, Lot 6 4,800.00
Tract n, Taylor Rd. 65A 1,500.00
Lot 4, Taylor Rd., 3A 150.00
Upper Bay Rd., 4A 100.00
Birch Drive, Lot 39 1,350.00




Motor Vehicle Permits Issued
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TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
Summary of Warrants














Summary of Tax Sales Accounts
Debits
(a) Balance of Unredeem-
ed 1978 Levy of 1977 Levy of 1976
Taxesasof Jan. 1,1979 $21,399.85 $7,395.59 $3,471.84
(b) Interest and Redemp-
tion
Costs After Sale 438.45 358.82 757.63
Total Debits
(a) Redemptions
(b) Interest and Costs
Collected
After the Sale
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REPORT OF THE TOWN TREASURER-1979
GENERAL FUND
CashonhandJan. 1,1979 $ 304,933.84
Deposits
ReceiDts to 12/31/79 1,011,372.42
Short Term Loans 270,000.00
Funds Transferred from Savings Accounts 76,835.79
TOTAL 1^63,742^05
Payments by order of Selectman 1/1/79-12/31/79 1,603,828.50
BALANCE 12/31/79 $ 59,313.55
SPECIAL SAVINGS ACCOUNT
Balance 1/1/79 $ 1,761.02
Deposits (transferred from General Fund) 150,000.00
Interest Earned 348.13
TOTAL 152,109.15
Withdrawals (returned to General Fund) 50,000.00




BALANCE 12/31/79 $ 2,454.84
TOWN RESERVE ACCOUNT
Balance 1/1/79 $ 3,320.35
Account closed and funds transferred to
General Fund as per Article #25 1978 Town Meeting.
REVENUE SHARING ACCOUNT
























Interest on Overdue Monies
Temporary Loans
Transfers from Other Accounts
N. E. Lumber Co. (Reimb.)
Trustee of Trust Funds (T. P. Reimb.)
Capital Reserve Fund (Reimb.)
N. H. Flood Control (Reimb.)
Revenue From State of N. H.
Received From Revenue Sharing (Reimb.)
Yield Tax & Road Bonds
Dog Licenses
Motor Vehicle Registration
Filing Fees, Maps & Ordinances, Copies
Notaries, Privilege Stickers & Permits
Rent of Town Property
Tax Map Sales
Sale of Town Property










































Ralph Sleeper, Sel. 1,000.00
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Wayne Smart, Sel.
Barbara Prokosch, Sel. (Resigned)
Richard Howe, Sel. (Appointed)
Georgette Johnson, Sec.
Anne Ingemundsen, Tn. Clk., Tx. Coll.
Lois Cianci, Part-time TnC, TxC.
Susan Shannon, Treas.
Warren Wilson, Overseer of Pub. Welfare
Howard Carlson, Trustee of Trust Funds















N. H. Assessing Officials
N.H.L.W.A.A.
N. H. Tax Collector's Assoc.
N. H. Municipal Assoc.














Belknap County Registry of Deeds
Trachy-Smart Agency











































R & R Jewelery (Typewriter
)
259 .97
Treasurer, State of N. H. 61.89
Sanbornton Town Clerk 76.10
Sanbornton P. T. A. 13.00
W.S.Darley&Co. 6.45
Subtotal $ 5,375.64
N. H. Municipal Assoc. (U. E. Comp.) 658.31
Gene Littlefield (Assessor) 3,741.60
Dana S. Beane, Jr. (Audit) 4,896.05
TOTAL $14,671.60
Town Hall & Other Buildings:
Caswell & Son 77.41
Clough Electric 211.92
Kidder Fuels, Inc. 6,150.66
New England Telephone 758.07
Public Service Co. 2,057.32
Sanbornton General Store 43.77






Windoor of New England 29.50





Twin Rivers Publishing 31.60
Sant Bani Ashram School 82.50
Sant Bani Press 166.80
Lucinda Patterson (Expenses) 6.35
Thomas Copy Center 46.76
Supervisors:













N. H. Humane Society 350.00
Fitts Photo & Hobby Shop 12.50
Everett Joslyn, Health Officer 451.50
Everett Joslyn, Expenses 261.38
TOTAL $1,075.38
Fire Department Including Forest Fires:
Sanbornton Fire Department 8,393.00
Winnisquam Fire Department 3,900.00
Forest Fires 1,733.01
Texaco (reimb. by Sanbornton Fire Dept.) 1,291.37
TOTAL $15,317.38
Insurance:
Blue Cross-Blue Shield 7,004.83
The Hartford (Audit Premium) 974.00
Davis & Towle (Life & Disability) 1,550.73
Trachy Smart Agency:
Equipment Floater 1,108.00










Libraries: (Art. 22, 1979)
Sanbornton Library
Street Lighting:
Public Service Co. of N. H.
Police Department:




N. E. Assoc, of Chiefs of Police
American Federation of Police
SaltaTireCo.,Inc.
Abner Rubber Stamps & Engraving
Dan's Tire Service
Bryant & Lawrence
Sanel Auto Parts Inc.








International Assoc, of Chiefs of Police
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Lakes Region OBGYN 35.00








John Maurath (Special Duty) (reimb.) 189.75
John Maurath (Part-time) 109.68
Robert Welch 7,835.68
Robert Welch (Special Duty) (reimb.) 170.50
Elizabeth Davis, Clerk (Resigned) 1,677.62
Marjorie Haselton, Substitute Clerk 273.35
Patricia Collins, Clerk 45.46













Gilbert & Son Block Co. 22,00
Ralph Sleeper (Expenses) 38.18
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Elizabeth Laflam (Expenses) 9.00
Triangle Toilets 602.80
Winnisquam Printing 17.20
Melmont Sporting Goods 2.75




Elizabeth Laflam (Lifeguard) 1,015.00






School District: (Winnisquam Regional)
1978-79 School Year, January 1 to June 30 260,910.00
1979-80 School Year, July 1 to December 31 273,925.00
TOTAL $534,835.00
Town Building Improvements :
Boulia Gorrell Lumber 26.82




Bryant & Lawrence 109. 18
Edward Clogston 5,081.19
James Dodge & Sons 1,162.92
James VanValkenburgh 1,885.00
Herbert Fiske 706.75




Donald Sanville ( Caretaker) 2,848.00
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Northeast Tire 85.00





Central N. H. Tractor 101.67
Donovan Spring & Equipment 363.57
Gardner Jewett Fuel 2,739.78
G.F.Glines 415.00
New England Oxygen 102.18
Rice's Tire Center 532.44
Rines Garage Inc. 3,459.55
Sanel 2,208.78
E.W. Sleeper Co. 4,755.83
Texaco Inc. 6,851.61
Woodwards Chrysler Plymouth 24 . 58
Bradley Laughy 144.00
State of N.H.M.V. 15.00
B.B. Chain Co. 175.00
Raymond Hunckins 560.00
Northeast Tire Service 192.00





M. A. Crowley Trucking 400.30
Frank Dalton Construction 495.00
Alfred Jenness 1,133.60
Metra Chemical 556.69
N. H. Bituminous (Oiling) 7,314.74
Highway Subsidy:
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Karl Leighton 7,292.49
Donald Sanville 4,779.75
Michael Auger (Part-time) 268.00













Highway Sander (Art. 21, 1979)
E. W. Sleeper 4,700.00
Cr. 1,500.00
$6,200.00
T.R.A. (Art. 18, 1979)
StateofN.H. (1979 Appropriation) $1,456.28






Duncan Fund (Art. 17, 1979)
Thomas Sheehan & Son 475.00
JohnSheehan 382.49
Treasurer, State of N. H. (Equipment) 1,563.95
Treasurer, State of N. H. ( Gravel) 416.10
TOTAL $2,837.54
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Special Storm Fund (Art. 29, 1979)
Earth Inc. 220.00
Filmore Industries Inc. 240.00
Frank Dalton Construction 165.00
Dick Bennett 72.00




James Dodge & Son Inc
.
576 .00
Tilton Sand & Gravel 320.00
TOTAL $3,211.80
Truck Fund (Art. 20, 1979)
Rines Garage ( Repairs) 2,420.00
R. D. Hazelton Co., Inc. (Plow) 2,580.00
TOTAL $5,000.00
Tower Hill Improvements (Art. 27, 1979)
Tilton Sand & Gravel 401 .45
N. H. Bituminous Co., Inc. 1,788.93
TOTAL $2,190.38
Highway Radios




Payments to General Fund 23,515.44
Miscellaneous Expenses
Historic District 88.96
Community Action Program 326.87
Highway Safety Committee 50.00
Lakes Region Community Health 3,222.50
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Lakes Region Planning Commission 1,152.00
Youth Assistance Program 4,704.40
Lakes Region Family Service 300.00
W. S. Darley (Traffic Counter Ins. monies) 81.45
Transfers to Town Clerk/Tax Collector 20.00
Transfers to Special Savings (150,000.00)
Planning & Zoning 792.55
Retirement & Social Security (Employer) 7,166.19
Discounts, Abatements & Refunds 2,236. 18
Yield Tax Bonds Paid to Tax Collector 6,645.10
Dog Damages & Legal Expenses 8,040.86
Taxes Bought by Town 25,695.20
Tax Map Update & Sales 722.00
Sanbornton Band Association 750.00
Old Home Day 350.00
Memorial Day 76.75
Town Poor 580.48
Old Age Assistance 4,225.08
State of N. H. (Dog License Fees) 73.50
State of N. H. (Winni. Riv. Basin Proj.) 155.08
State of N. H. (Bond & Debt Retirement) 1,884.02
Belknap County treasurer (County Tax) 81,472.00
Citizens National Bank (Loan) 201,000.00
TOTAL $350,869.16
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POLICE DEPARTMENT
The year has brought about many changes in so far as the
Department's ability to cope with the rise in major crimes. This
increase was 23.5% over 1978. This required the department to
spend longer hours on investigation of these crimes and reluc-
tantly spend less time in patrolling and routine traffic enforce-
ment. The department's capabilities were also drastically im-
paired by the disabling assaults on one of its patrolmen, which
has caused the department to operate with a serious loss of
manpower for more than 4 months. However, the remaining
members have extended their work hours in an attempt to
cover the time lost. We were also hampered, in the area of traf-
fic enforcement, by loss of a borrowed radar unit. The unit has
reached the age of antiquity and could no longer be certified for
use.
Members of the Department are continuing to attend St.
Anselm's College under LEEP Grants, to further their college
education in the field of Criminal Justice. The department has
entered into a joint program of Investigation of Fires with the
Fire Department. We have been supported by the Fire Depart-
ment with information and funding for Arson Investigation
schooling. This joint effort should prove to be of significant
benefit to the town in the area of fire losses.
We regret the resignaton of our clerk, Betty Davis, who was
with us for four years. We will miss the benefit of her contribu-
tion to this department. I wish to thank the citizens of our com-
munity for their support and the exceptional support we receiv-
ed in the area of law enforcement and from our neighboring
community Police Departments, especially during the period




Chief Louis R. Nielsen
Sr. Patrolman John J. Maurath
Patrolman Robert E. Welch Sr.
Clerk/Patrolman Elizabeth A. Davis (resigned)
Temp. Clerk Marjory Haselton
Clerk Beverly McKay
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PART I OFFENSES AS REPORTED FOR
UNIFORM CRIME REPORTING
This information is reported nationwide and sometimes
known as the FBI reporting system. Part I offenses are the ma-
jor crimes that are known to police.
Number Number Number
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YOUTH ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
In March, 1979 the three towns of Tilton, Sanbornton and Nor-
thfield voted overwhelmingly in favor of continuation of the
Youth Assistance Program, The program, initiated in July,
1975 with the assistance of a grant from the Governor's Com-
mission on Crime and Delinquency, is a preventative,
community-based organization developed to combat the high
rate of juvenile crime in the tri-town area. In the past four and a
half years, Y.A.P. has drastically reduced this high level by
providing several services for the youth of our towns:
COURT DIVERSION: When a child has committed a crime,
the arresting officer has two options:
1
.
Scold the child and release him to his parents, or
2. Take the child to court, where basically the judge's only
alternatives are to scold the juvenile and place him on proba-
tion, or send him to the Youth Development Center in Man-
chester, usually after the child's third or fourth court ap-
pearance.
With the Y.A.P., the arresting officer and the court have a
third choice. Should the juvenile admit guilt to the offense, he
can be referred to court diversion. The Police Chief and the
Y.A.P. director first discuss the case to determine its ap-
propriateness for diversion based on the seriousness of the of-
fense and the youth's previous involvement with the law. If a
green light is given at this point, the Y.A.P. director then meets
with the juvenile and his family, with his school teachers and
principal, the arresting officer, and any other relevant person
in his life. This is done to get the full picture of the juvenile's at-
titudes, problems, possible reasons for his deviant behavior and
to achieve better insight as to what would be an effective conse-
quence for his act. A full report is presented to the Juvenile
Review Board (J.R.B.) with the youth and his parents present.
(The J.R.B. is a trained volunteer committee of local citizens
with various skills and professions who hear the case and
assign the consequences.) These consequences provide:
1. Punishment—the youth must meet personally with the
victim of his crime to apologize and to arrange restitution for
the crime, usually in the form of work to repair the damage
done, if possible.
2. Rehabilitation—the youth must report to the Y.A.P.
director weekly for a mandatory period to discuss his progress
at home, in school, and in the community. If the youth is a
behavior problem in school, the J.R.B. will often ask for an im-
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provement in effort, conduct and attitude, monitored by weekly
reports from the school.
3. Deterrence—having the juvenile appear before the local
citizens to admit guilt to his crime holds the youth accountable
to the community for his acts, as well as to help him to realize
that there are consequences for breaking the law.
If the juvenile does not comply with the consequences assign-
ed by the J.R.B., he is petitioned to court for the original of-
fense. Of a total of 67 cases which have gone before the J.R.B.,
only three juveniles have failed to fulfil court diversion expec-
tations and had to be taken to court.
COUNSELING AND REFERRALS: Counseling and referral
are services extended to all youth and their families of the three
towns. In the past year, there were a total of 255 referrals made
to Y.A.P., 102 of these coming from the parents, the schools,
and the juveniles themselves. This is a healthy sign, as refer-
rals which do not come from the police are not crime related,
thus showing not only active use of Y.A.P. by the communities,
but also a swing towards more preventative intervention.
Y.A.P. refers both juveniles and families to appropriate ser-
vices throughout the Lakes Region, having made use of a total
of 45 various agencies in the past year.
THE PEOPLE PROGRAM: The key word in describing
Y.A.P. is prevention. Now that the program has effectively cut
juvenile crime, a great deal of time and effort have gone into
the development of a service to keep the crime rate down, and
what better way than to offer our youth healthy spare time ac-
tivities and positive adult supervision? PEOPLE currently has
thirteen regular volunteers who work either on a one-to-one
basis with a child, or who plan monthly group activities. In the
past year, PEOPLE has instituted bi-weekly planning and
organizational meetings, matched 5 new adults with kids,
elected new Junior Officers, made a trip to Canobie Lake Park,
held two orientation meetings for recruiting and training new
adult volunteers, ran the annual Fish Pond booth at the tri-town
4th of July celebration in Northfield, had a Halloween party,
went roller skating at Cotes Rink, and planned a Valentines
Day dance as a fund raiser.
The PEOPLE Program has been modeled after similar pro-
jects throughout the state which have proven to be effective,
preventative deterrents to delinquency.
Youth Assistance is a community based, community depen-
dent program. All of our more than 40 volunteers and two staff
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are active in the community, our three Police Departments and
schools are supportive of Y.A.P. efforts, and you the townspeo-
ple decide each year whether to continue the program. Because
youth Assistance has proven its worth, several local towns, in-
cluding Meredith, Alton and Laconia, are using our program as
a model to deal with their own sky rocketing juvenile problems.
Youths Assistance has also been recognized by the G.C.C.D. as
an authorized alternative to each town having its own juvenile
officer, as mandated by New Hampshire State Law and we are
recognized as certified diversion program by the court.
Much of this fine work was done through the efforts of former
Director Jean Snyder and Assistant Directors, Mariann Clark
and Ginna Steadfast. In September new Director Pat Clark
came aboard, and soon afterwards the new Assistant, Carolyn
Wagner joined the organization.
With your continued support, Youth Assistance is committed
to providing a healthier and more enriched environment for the
youth of our communities.
Respectfully submitted,
Carolyn Wagner Patrick Clark
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REPORT OF TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
Trust Funds




Balance Dec. 31, 1979 $11,920.10
Statement of Disbursements
Winnisquam School District 385.00
Congregational Church 35.00
First Baptist Society 35.00
Second Baptist Society 35.00
Sanbornton Public Library 195.00
Care of Cemeteries
Franklin Cemetery Assoc, 24.00













Highway, Fire & Sanitary
Heavy Equipment 17, 171 .44
Needy Poor 2,889.93
Total .49,212.06
Transfer to Trust Funds
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SANBORNTON PUBLIC LIBRARY
The library has inaugurate! several new programs during
the year. During the winter months part of the library is used
for a drop-in center where residents may read newspapers,
magazines or work on a puzzle and at the same time enjoy a cup
of coffee, tea or hot chocolate and visit with their friends. For
seven months of the year weekly films were offered to the
children. The films were enjoyed by those who attended.
Anyone interested in additional film programs please contact
us at the library.
a bew furnace has been installed at the library. Because it is a
smaller unit we have gained some much needed space as well
as a more efficient heating system.
Due to the untimely death of one of our lifelong residents,
Robert M. Wright III, money to purchase childrens books has
been given in his memory. A major portion of the money has
been used to establish a trust fund which will provide extra
childrens books in years tocome.
Several open houses were held to show appreciation of local
celebrities. Among them were: Sara Means, folksinger; Pat
Mayo, cookbook author; and Doris Lane, library volunteer for
eight summers.
Students from the Central School walk to the library weekly
to borrow books. Adult usage of the library increases each year
as the population of our town grows.
Townspeople have always been quick to come to our aid
whenever the need has arisen, and wer are grateful for all their
support. Because of this interest we are hoping to establish a
Friends of the Library group.








Librarian: Barbara S. Powers
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REPORT OF THE SANBORNTON FIRE DEPARTMENT
This past year the Sanbornton Fire Department has strived
to improve its service to the town by training and preplanning
emergency procedures.
The number of emergency calls continue to increase. Of all
the fire responses those related to chimneys and wood stoves
were the most numerous. Many people have requested inspec-
tions of stove installations. The fire department is happy to per-
form this service.
Emergency medical calls are increasing in number. The San-
bornton Fire Department has no organized rescue squad but
rescue squads from Tilton, Winnisquam and Franklin cover the
town through Mutual Aid agreements. There is a need for com-
prehensive first aid training of our fire department personnel.
Training classes were provided for our fire fighters in
pump operation, forest fire fighting, and use of self-contained
breathing apparatus. Individuals participated in training at the
Lakes Region Fire School and on other regional programs.
Besides the tremendous contribution that our volunteer
firemen make in time and energy, the department is grateful
for the support and cooperation we have received from the
townspeople, the Highway and Police departments and the
Ladies Auxiliary.




Beginning Balance $ 521.19
Town Appropriation 8, 583 .00
Forest Fire Wages 1,284.89
Insurance Claim 144.27




New Equipment $ 4,916.86
Maintenance of Equipment 1,627.82
Gas & Oil 1,291.37









Dennis H. Akerman, Treas.
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WINNISQUAM FIRE DEPARTMENT 1979
Total number of Emergency Calls— 147
Type of Calls:
Medical Emergency and Rescue 69
Structure Fires 11
Mutual Aid and Station Cover 10
False Alarms and Negative
Emergency Situations 5
Chimney and Woodstove Fires 15
Brush and Rubbish Fires 21
Muscellaneous Calls 16
Present Motor Equipment:
1 - 1968 International 750 gal. pump; 1,000 gal. tank
1 - 1952 GMC 500 gal. pump; 600 gal. tank
1 - 1958 Van type emergency truck
Continuous training is carried on to keep our volunteer
members up to current fire-fighting and emergency standards,
especially for our numerous new members who have joined the
Department this year.
The Annual Carole Davis Memorial Christmas party was
held for the local children in December. The usual beano and
other fund raising activities were carried on, with most of the
receipts going towards the new Emergency Rescue vehcile. We
have finally realized our long time goal of a new Emergency
Rescue truck for the Department. The expected delivery date is
early spring due to the tremendous response of everyone con-
cerned, from the Federal, County, and Local governments, to
the local residents whom we serve. The Winnisquam Fire
Department would like to take this opportunity to publicly
thank everyone who has helped us to reach this goal, and to re-
mind everyone that it is an on-going project which will need the
continued support of all concerned. Our new vehicle will be ful-
ly equipped to handle any emergency or disaster situation, in
the area which we cover.
The Department is also still working on the details
necessary for a new Fire Truck to replace, as soon as possible,
our outdated 1952 GMC.
In summary, enthusiastic volunteers, training and the up-
coming additions of the new fire truck and rescue vehicle are
enabling us to significantly upgrade fire-fighting and emergen-
cy coverage of the Winnisquam area.
Respectfully submitted
Roy S. Ruggles, Clerk
Winnisquam Fire Dept.
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REPORT OF FOREST FIRE WARDEN
AND STATE FOREST FIRE SERVICE
Prevention and control of forest fires is handled through a
cooperative effort between town /city fire organizations and the
State Forest Fire Service.
Since 1903, when the first forest fire laws were passed by our
Legislature, the State Forester has appointed someone in each
municipality as a Forest Fire Warden and charged him with the
responsibility of forest fire prevention and control within his
town/city. This person may ask the State Forester to appoint as
many Deputy Forest Fire Wardens as may be necessary to effi-
ciently carry out his charge.
The State Forester has divided the State into ten forest fire
districts with a full time District Forest Fire Chief in each district.
The State organization is charged with assisting the municiple
forest fire organization in any way possible.
State personnel conduct fire training schools, assist with
forest fire suppression, fire cause investigation, prosecution of
fire law violators and forest fire prevention programs. Forest fire
suppression equipment is purchased through State bulk pur-
chasing ability and sold to local forest fire organizations at one-
half cost. Excess military property is obtained and turned over to
town/city fire departments at no cost to local departments for
conversion into fire suppression units. This cooperative arrange-
ment between State and municipality has resulted in one of the
best forest fire records in the United States with less than one-
half acre of woodland burned in each fire reported.
1979 Forest Fire Statistics
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SANBORNTON PLANNING BOARD
Annual Report for 1979
During 1979 the Planning Board met 25 times, including the
regular bi-monthly meetins and a series of additional meetings
devoted to planning and resolution of litigation. In addition to
its usual subdivision activities, the Board this year also has
undertaken and completed a major review of the town Subdivi-
sion Regulations. Work has begun on an update of the town
Master Plan through the establishment of a Sounding Board for
the town. The Board has proposed and supported citizen in-
itiated zoning amendments adopted by the voters in 1979 and
others appearing on the 1980 ballot. It has also successfully
negotiated an out of court settlement of litigation involving the
Lakeview Heights subdivision.
As has been the case in previous years, subdivision related
activity, including numerous preapplication meetings with
potential developers, has dominated the Board's agenda. Four-
teen subdivision approvals were granted. The Board also came
to final agreement on the 33 lot Lakeview Heights subdivision
begun in 1978, and completed Site Plan Review of the 60 time-
sharing units at Steele Hill Development. Thus a total of 57 new
lots has been made available for growth within the community
within the past year.
Of major significance to the town has been the successful
resolution of the litigation involving Lakeview Heights subdivi-
sion. As part of the settlement the subdivider has agreed to
upgrade the Leavitt Road to town road standards and has fur-
ther agreed to construct a firepond within the development.
This firepond will service not only the sibdivision but also the
areas of Lower Bay Road and Leavitt Road. In lieu of the 5% set
aside requirement, the developer proposed a greenbelt area
surrounding the parcel for the recreational use of the residents
of the subdivision.
Steele Hill Development Corporation has continued with its
plans to construct additional time-sharing units. The Board
held a series of hearings on Site Plan Review of the proposed
project, with a total of 60 units having been approved and con-
structed to date. Further development activity by the Steele
Hill Development Corporation will require new ZBA action as
the original variance granted by the ZBA was for 60 units, all of
which have now been constructed.
Planning related activities of the Board included a major
review of the town's Subdivision Regulations necessitated by
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Legislative action in 1979. As a result of new state laws, a revi-
sion of the subdivision procedure was undertaken by the Board.
State law now requires that the abutter be notified (and present
if he so desires) at all hearings by the Planning Board once an
application for subdivision has been accepted by the Board. To
comply with this change, the Board has done away with the re-
quirement for a preliminary hearing and preliminary ap-
proval. Once a completed application has been accepted by the
Board, the Board must schedule a public hearing on the ap-
plication within 30 days. Abutters will be notified of this and any
subsequent hearing on the matter held by the Board. If no revi-
sions are required on the plan, the subdivision can be approved
at this initial hearing. Should changes be necessary the usual
second hearing is still available. The new procedure should lead
to a more rapid processing of subdivision applications. As has
been the practice in the past, the Board is always available by
appointment to meet with potential subdividers for preapplica-
tion discussions. Copies of the new subdivision regulations and
the application form are avialable at the Town Clerk's office.
Building upon efforts begun in 1978 by conversations with
the Lakes Region Planning Commission and by the appropria-
tion of additional funds by the town meeting, the Board has in-
itiated efforts to update the town's Master Plan. Again during
1979 the Board met with representatives of the LRPC concern-
ing their assistance in updating the Master Plan. A major com-
ponent of such a Plan is the Community Attitude Survey in
which the feelings of the community are solicited. Samples of
surveys and the various techniques used by other towns in the
area have been provided by LRPC.
The Board also contacted the FORUM on New Hampshire's
Future in Concord for their assistance in this updating project.
An informational meeting was held in June with represen-
tatives of the FORUM discussing the role of a town Sounding
Board as another vehicle for working on a Master Plan.
Members of the various town boards and commissions were in-
vited to attend this meeting. As a result of the positive response
to this approach expressed by those present, the Planning
Board established a Sounding Board with Pauli Novicki chair-
man, to assist the Board in the preparation of the Community
Attitude Survey and revision of the Master Plan.
A public meeting of the Sounding Board was held in August
to discuss the formation of a Sounding Board for the town and
its goals and purposes. Public notices of the meeting date and
newspaper articles were published outlining the goals of such a
board. More than 40 citizens attended the meeting and have
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agreed to serve on the Sounding Board. As a result of this and
subsequent meetings, a complete Community Survey has been
developed. With assistance from the Lakes Region Planning
Commission, the survey is being readied for distribution to
each resident in the town. A special effort is being made to
reach summer residents in order that their interests will be
recorded in the survey results. Members of the Sounding Board
and other groups will assist in the distribution and collection of
surveys throughout the town. All residents are urged to com-
plete the survey in order that the results be truly representative
of all in the community. According to LRPC, planners, the
Community Attitude Survey is the first and most important
step in developing a good Master Plan. It is the foundation upon
which the whole plan is based. The survey lets the town's people
express their feelings about what they want their community to
be rather than letting a consulting firm come in and tell a town
what it thinks it should be.
As a result of both Planning Board and citizen initiatives,
changes have been proposed to amend the town Zoning Or-
dinance. In 1979 voters approved amendments to the ordinance
dealing with the Flood Plain area and its delineation procedure,
and a petition amendment to expand the commercial zone
along U.S. Rte. 3 to extend the town boundary. Again this year
voters will be asked to consider zoning changes proposed by
both the Planning Board and Citizen petition. The Board seeks
an amendment to the Zoning Ordinance which would add a new
section governing condominium conversion. Petition amend-
ments to the Zoning Ordinance provide for conversion of single
family dwellings to multiple family dwellings upon approval by
the Zoning Board of Adjustment, and a rezoning of a portion of
the Chapel area from a General Residence district to an
Agricultural district. Two public hearings were held on these
proposed amendments in January and February.
As the Board looks ahead to 1980, its plans include con-
tinued work with the Sounding Board on the completion of the
Comniunity Attitude Survey, tabulation of its results and work
on the Master Plan. The Board hopes to undertake a complete
review of the Zoning Ordinance in an attempt to simplify and
streamline the Ordinance. The Board will also engage in an in-
itial study of alternative zoning practices such as cluster zon-
ing. Work in these areas will follow upon consultation with the
Lakes Region Planning Commission.
Meetings ot the Board are held at 7:iJ0 P. M. on the first and
third Fridays of the month in the town offices. The public is
always welcome to attend any meeting and is encouraged to
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present their questions, opinions and concerns to the Board.
The Board wishes to express its appreciation of those citizens
who have taken the time to attend meetings during the past
year.
BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
The following chart summarizes the activities of the Zoning
Board of Adjustment during 1979
:
Appellant Action Sought












Dale & Nancy Fogarty Variance from frontage Granted
requirement & to allow temporary mobile home
SANBORNTON HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION
In 1979 the Commission received and approved 6 Building Per-
mit Applications.
An application to the National Register of Historic Places,
U.S. Department of Interior, has been completed. This applica-
tion includes the entire Historic District of Sanbornton. (Zoning
Ordinance Article VIII)
A booklet, including an inventory of each building in the
District, is one file at the Sanbornton Library.
The Commission received approval for a grant in the
amount of $500.00 from the State Historic Preservation Office,
to be matched by town funds. This money will be used to con-
duct research and professional consultation for the purpose of
developing guide lines for the future administration of the
District.
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SANBORNTON HIGHWAY SAFETY COMMITTEE
William Powers, Chairman
In the course of its duties, this committee has routinely
dealt with an assortment of trivia which is matter-of-factly
shrugged off by residents with seniority, but which our more re-
cent residents should become aware of as part of the process of
belonging. There are no Streets, Avenues or Boulevards in San-
bornton, only Roads and Drives. Sanbornton has no sidewalks
and no address numbers. Some names, or variations of the
same name, are shared by two or more thoroughfares. Some
thoroughfares are known by two or more names. And there are
too few street signs, the word street being used here in it's
generic meaning. This is a good and bad situation for the U.P.S.
route man. Good because it would take a major transgression
on his part for the company to fire him. Bad because the com-
pany might pass him by for a promotion. Both for the same
reason. Breaking in a new man in Sanbornton would be a
nightmare.
Unfortunately, there is a serious aspect to this set of cir-
cumstances. Police, Fire and Health Care vehicles operated by
out-of-towners have too often been delayed in responding to
emergencies because of the difficulty of locating their destina-
tion. We are presently addressing this problem.
Other high priority subjects are a continuing effort aimed
at passage of a meaningful bottle bill and support of measures
aimed at stricter control of the transportation and disposal of
hazardous materials.
At the request of the Selectmen, we cooperated with Road
Agent Auger in researching and recommending a highway
radio program. Radios are now in operation in two trucks, with
the base station at Town Office. A third truck radio has been
budgeted for 1980.
Our successful bicycle safety poster contest in the Sanborn-
ton Central School has now become an annual event. Judges
Priscilla Bodwell and Barbara Powers awarded a $5.00 prize to
an entrant from each of the five classrooms. McDonalds and
Burger King, with Chief Nielsen as intermediary, awarded
each participating student a goodie coupon.
The Chief reports a marked decrease in litter spills from
dump bound vehicles.
Funds from 4 divisions of town government. Highway Safe-
ty, Police, Road Agent and Selectmen's office (total $114.00)
were pooled to buy a traffic counter. Traffic surveys have been
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made at Bay, Upper Bay, Lower Bay, Hunkins Pond,
Meetinghouse Hill, Calef Hill, March and Weeks Roads. These
surveys have revealed many interesting patterns and will be
valuable in making all sorts of decisions regarding traffic con-
trols, signs, road repairs and the like.
This committee has continued an active role on the state
level in opposing special overweight load limits for trucks. A
special privilege truck bill was whisked through the legislature
under questionable circumstances in the closing days of the
1978 session. An attempt was made to repeal that bill in 1979.
With the aid of our Representatives Barbara Bowler and Ken
Randall, the bill to repeal passed in the House. State Senator
Ray Conley ignored our request for cooperation, and added his
negative vote to the truck lobby's cabal thus insuring its defeat.
Fire Chief Powers, Chairman of the committee, has been
known to speculate out loud if his titles are bestowed on him for
his qualifications, or because he has a 286 telephone which
means he can reach or be reached toll free from any part of the
town. He need speculate no longer, at 10:01 A. M. Sept. 30, 50,000
telephone customers in 99 N. H. municipalities were freed from
in-town toll charges. Now all 524, 286 and 934 telephone
subscribers in Sanbornton can call each other toll free.
Therefore it follows that Bill Powers continue to hold his titles
for reasons of qualification only.
This change in telephone service was the result of a three
year effort spearheaded by this committee. The undertaking
was made posible only because of our loose interpretation of the
charge which instituted and constituted this committee and
which had not yet been recieved.
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LAKES REGION PLANNING COMMISSION
Local Assistance - 1979: The following information and com-
munity assistance were provided to Sanbornton by the Plann-
ing Commission:
Provided copies of model community attitude question-
naires to the Planning Board and Sounding Board.
Typed information on revised subdivision application pro-
cedures and related amendments.
Provided information on revised subdivision application
procedures and related amendments.
Reviewed and commented on proposed subdivision
regulation amendments.
Met with the Planning Board and Sounding Board Chairmen
to discuss the process of updating the Sanbornton Master
Plan.
Provided model subsurface disposal ordinance to the Board
of Selectmen.
Compiled information on cabin colony condominium
conversions for the Planning Board.
Provided 200 copies of the Sanbornton Zoning Map.
Provided the Board of Selectmen with information on the
adoption of a noice control ordinance.
Sent the Planning Board information and legal opinions
relative to town acceptance of roads.
Obtained a legal opinion for the Planning Board relative to
the time schedule for review of subdivision applications.
Provided the Planning Board with copies of all cor-
respondence between the Planning Board and the LRPC for
use in preparing for a court case.
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MARRIAGES REGISTERED IN THE TOWN OF SANBORNTON
For the Year Ending December 31,1 979
Name
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